The use of drug combinations often leads to polypharmacy side effects (POSE). A recent method formulates POSE prediction as a link prediction problem on a graph of drugs and proteins, and solves it with Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs). However, due to the complex relationships in POSE, this method has high computational cost and memory demand. This paper proposes a flexible Tri-graph Information Propagation (TIP) model that operates on three subgraphs to learn representations progressively by propagation from protein-protein graph to drug-drug graph via protein-drug graph. Experiments show that TIP improves accuracy by 7%+, time efficiency by 83×, and space efficiency by 3×.
Introduction
When treating complex or simultaneous diseases, patients often have to take more than one drugs concurrently, called polypharmacy. This often causes additional side effects, i.e., polypharmacy side effects (POSE) due to interactions between drugs. Graph convolutional network (GCN) is an emerging approach for graph representation learning [4, 6, 7] . GCN-based drug representation learning has shown improved performance in POSE prediction [8, 9, 12, 14, 16] . POSE prediction can be viewed as a link prediction problem. As shown in Fig. 1 , a multi-modal graph can be constructed using 1) drug-drug interactions (D-D) with side effects as edge labels, e.g., from POSE clinical records, 2) protein-drug interactions (P-D) with edges labeled as t, and 3) proteinprotein interactions (P-P)) with edges labeled as b, e.g., from pharmacological information. On such a graph, Zitnik et al. [16] proposed a GCN-based Decagon model to learn drug/protein representation via weighted aggregation of local neighbourhood information, with different weights assigned to different edge labels. It predicts all relationships between all nodes (drug/protein). This formulation enables the prediction of side effects that have strong molecular origins. However, due to the large number of nodes and possible edge labels, the aggregation operation has both high computational cost and high memory demand. Fig. 2 . We start from the same multi-modal biomedical graph as in [16] , constructed from three open BioSNAP-Decagon datasets [10] , as detailed in Table 1 . Instead of viewing the graph as a whole, we propose to view it as three subgraphs: the P-P graph, P-D graph and D-D graph, as in Figs.1 and 2. TIP focuses on predicting relationships (side effects) in the D-D graph only rather than all relationships in the whole graph in Decagon. Thus, we treat drug nodes and protein nodes differently. Specifically, TIP has four steps: 1) learn protein embedding on the P-P graph; 2) propagate such embedding to the D-D graph via the P-D graph; 3) learn the final drug embedding; 4) predict the side effects on the D-D graph.
TIP embeds proteins and drugs into different spaces of possibly different dimensions, rather than the same space and dimensions as in Decagon. This enables the propagation of flexible protein embedding to drug embedding as supplementary information. This brings three key benefits: 1) Flexibility. We design three information propagation GCN modules corresponding to the first three TIP steps and two ways to combine protein and drug information in the P-D graph (step 2). Thus, we have the flexibility to set the number of GCN layers to control the order of neighborhood considered in each module. 2) Efficiency. Separate embedding of proteins and drugs can greatly improve the time (83×) and space (3×) efficiency of GCN-based representation learning and information propagation for them, 3) Accuracy. More focused learning of drug representation makes better use of available data sources and can lead to improved POSE prediction, e.g., by 7.2% in our experiments.
2 Tri-graph Information Propagation (TIP) TIP follows the popular encoder-decoder framework [4] . Figure 2 shows the structure of the TIP encoder, within which Pharmacological information is propagated from P-P to D-D graph via P-D graph. The drug representation is produced by combining protein embedding and other available drug information. Further, drug embedding is used as input to the decoder to compute a set of side-effect-specified scores. Given a side effect and a drug pair, a higher score means the side effect is more likely to exist.
TIP Encoder: We follow the same Message Passing Neural Networks (MPNN) framework [3] as GCN [7] , Decagon [16] and R-GCNs [13] . Our Encoder can be considered as a sequence of different MPNN cases. The protein and drug input features are V p ∈ R N p ×N p and V d ∈ R N d ×N d , where N p/d is the total number of proteins/drugs.
1) P-P Graph Embedding Module (PPM):
PPM is a GCN module [7] used to learn protein embedding. The input of PPM module is the protein features h 0 = V p . The relation between two hidden layers is given by
where c i = |N i | and i is associated with a protein node p i ∈ P .
2) Graph-to-Graph Information Propagation Module (GGM): This module takes V d and the protein embedding generated by PPM to learn the embedding of pharmacological information associated with each drugs. It contains two units:
where h H (di) can be regraded as a higher level representation of a subset of proteins, inspired by the subgraph embedding algorithm [1] which simply sums over the feature vectors of the involved nodes. 2b) Drug feature dimension reduction unit: A linear transformation followed by an activation function:
The output of GGM h k+1 (di) is the concatenation (TIP-cat) or the sum (TIP-sum) of h H (di) and h D (di) .
3) D-D Graph Embedding Module (DDM):
This module is a R-GCN encoder with a basisdecomposition regularization [13] . The update rule between layers is:
where
The weight W k r was regularized by basisdecomposition [13] , which decomposes the matrix into the linear combination of a small number of basis matrices V k b ∈ R d l+1 ×d l with side-effect-specified coefficients a k rb . TIP Decoder: TIP takes the final drug representation Z d learned from TIP encoder, and computes the probability p i,j r of side effect r ∈ R given a pair of drugs embedding (z i , z j ). For the POSE task we only care about predicting edges and edge labels on the D-D graph. We consider using the DistMult factorization [15] or a 2-layer neural network multi-label classifier as the decoder.
1) DistMult Factorization decoder (DF):
For the DF decoder [15] , we first compute a N d ×N d ×N r score tensor G = {g i,j r }, and then get the probability by acting the sigmoid function on it:
where M r is a trainable diagonal matrix associated with the side effect r.
2) Neural Network Decoder (NN): NN-decoder is a multi-classifier with each side effects corresponded to a classifier. It takes the concatenation of drug pair's representations as input and embeds it into a lower-dimensional space in the first layer. For second layer it predicts the probability of all the possible side effects with the sigmoid function.
We will compare the performance of two decoders in the following chapter.
Experimental Results and Discussions
We implement TIP in PyTorch [11] with PyTorch-Geometric package [2] . The code is available at https://github.com/NYXFLOWER/TIP. Hyper-parameter setting, model training, optimization and performance measurement details are in the supplementary material.
Models and Baselines As shown in Table 2 , we study two TIP model implementations TIP-cat and TIP-sum with concatenation or sum in GGM, and two degenerated TIP (dTIP) models dTIP D and dTIP P focusing on modelling drug or protein, respectively. We compare them with two recent POSE prediction models reporting state-of-the-art performance on the same dataset: Decagon [16] and DistMult [15] (reported by [9] ). We also study R-GCN [13] , which shows good performance on standard datasets. These models are described in detail in the supplementary materials. Performance comparison TIP-cat and TIP-sum are the top two performers, outperforming Decagon by 7.2+% in AUPRC and much more in AUROC and AP@50. Compared to Decagon, TIP-cat and TIP-sum reduce Decagon's computational time by at least 98.9% and the peak GPU usage by at least 66.1%. TIP models achieve good performance because of the efficient information propagation between graphs. Learning the embedding of proteins in the P-P graph is efficient as all the propagation operations share the same trainable parameter at each layer. The most time and memory consuming part is the drug embedding learning on D-D graph, which takes ∼ 74% of the total training time and hits the peak GPU memory usage of 9.47G.
Learning drug embedding with pharmacological information Pharmacological information does contain drug-drug interaction information. By using it directly in dTIP P , we can get decent result with the shortest time. However, compared with R-GCN, additional pharmacological information in TIP-sum only improves the performance slightly. In addition, the comparable performance of TIP-cat and TIP-sum has an interesting implication: information propagation from PPM to GGM can be considered as learning a higher-level representation of a subset of proteins, which captures the relationship between proteins, and between proteins and drugs.
Drug representation learning on D-D graph Compared with DistMult that uses the dimensionreduced drug features directly (DF), the additional use of DDM in R-GCN (i.e., DDM-DF) improves over DF only by 5.6% (in AUPRC), and the further additional use of PPM and GGM in TIP-sum (i.e., PPM-GGM-DDM-DF) improves over DF only by 6.6%. This is because when using DDM, the drug can learn from its local neighborhoods and capture the relationship information. While protein-protein interaction and protein-drug interaction are extracted as additional drug features when using PPM-GGM. When decoding the drug embedding, The DF decoder outperforms the NN decoder by 11.5% in accuracy and 43.9% in time cost. However, the DF decoder requires more memory than the NN one.
Prediction of molecular-original side effects
We list side effects with 20 best and worst performance in TIP-cat in AUPRC score in Figs. 4 and 5 of the supplementary materials, which show consistent conclusion that TIP is particularly good at modeling side effects with inter-molecular origins. However, by comparing these side effects, we find that even if the model does not have access to pharmacological information, it can predict the side effects with molecular origins very well. As shown in Table 2 , the R-GCN model with architecture DDM-DF achieves performance that is competitive with TIP-cat or TIP-sum.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a new Tri-graph Information Propagation (TIP) model for predicting more than one thousand side effects between hundreds of drugs, using pharmacological information and drug-drug interaction clinical records. TIP has achieved state-of-the-art performance on POSE prediction task with much less training time and memory consumption. It can be further improved by using general optimization strategies. It can also be applied to other problems such as cancer risk or drug response prediction.
Supplementary Materials
This is the supplementary material, including detailed problem formulation, notation, information propagation between nodes and graphs in TIP, model variants definitions, experimental setup and results.
Problem Formulation and Notation
As shown in Figure. In the graph G, edges are directed and labeled: E = {(vi, q, vi)}, vi, vj ∈ V and l is a label of edges (q will be defined below). There are three edge types: protein-protein (P-P) edges , drug-protein (P-D) edges and drug-drug (D-D) edges, the labels of edges are associated with different edge types. Corresponding to the edge types, there are three subgraphs:
1. Undirected P-P graph: Gp = {Vp, Ep}. The edges Ep = (pi, b, p) are labeled with b, pi, pj ∈ Vp.
2. Undirected D-D graph:
} means that a pair of drugs (di, dj) can cause multi-pharmacy side effect r k .
Directed D-P graph:
di is a set of edges directed from a protein to a drug with edge label t.
As shown above, the Gp/G h have the same label b / t, but the label of G d is chosen from R, where each ri ∈ R represents a side effect. Note that between a pair of drugs there might be more than one links with different labels (a pair of drug might cause more than one side effects). Use Q = {q|q ∈ {b, t} ∪ R} represents all kinds of labels.
We here consider POSE prediction task as a graph completion problem which aims to find the undiscovered edges and labels on the graph. Specifically, we extract the representation of the drugs from the defined graph G i.e. H d = {h d i |di ∈ D}, and predict the probability of all possible side effects of a queried drug pair (di, dj), i.e. {Pr k (di, dj)|r k ∈ R}.
TIP Encoder Design -An MPNN Framework Perspective
In our TIP encoder, each module corresponding to a special case of the Message Passing Neural Networks (MPNN) framework [3] on a graph. A simple differentiable MPNN framework on a graph G = {V , E } is:
where i is associated with a node vi ∈ V . The input of the framework h (0) is a node feature vector, and h (l)
is the hidden state of this node in the l th layer of the neural network. Mi is the set of type-specified message passed in the form of gm(·, ·) related to node vi, and gm(·, ·) is typically a neural network-like function of the node state vi and its neighborhood Ni.
Inspired by this architecture, we define the tri-graph interaction propagation (TIP) encoder for calculating the update in each graphs forwardly. Figure.3 shows an example for information propagation between nodes and graphs in a TIP-cat implementation.
Detail of Models
The number of layers for PPM, GGM and DDM are set to (2, 1, 2) in all the experiments.
TIP-cat and TIP-sum They both use a two-layer PPM with d 1 p = 32 and d 2 p = 16, a one-layer GGM and a two-layer DDM with dTIP P This variant uses the protein information and relationship information between drugs and proteins only to predict drug side effects. It uses a two-layer PPM with d 1 p = 32 and d 2 p = 16, a one-layer GGM d p g = 16, d d g = 48 with concatenation, and the same two layer NN decoder as DDM-NN.
Experimental Setup
Loss Function and Negative Sampling We use cross-entropy loss to optimize model, aiming to assign higher probabilities to observed edges and lower probabilities to undiscovered ones. Given a set of positive samples E p = {(di, r, dj)|r ∈ R} , the negative samples E n are sampled randomly from R until E n∩E p = ∅ [7] .
Training and Testing data We pre-processed the whole dataset (See 1) by removing the side effects with less than 500 occurrence in the dataset. 1 For each side effect, we use 80% of the total edges in D-D graph for model training and the remaining 20% for testing.
Optimization We use the Adam optimizer [5] with learning rate of 0.01 and train for 100 epochs for all the experiments. The TIP model is optimized end-to-end which means all trainable parameters in both encoder and decoder are trained together. Due to the Graph-to-Graph information propagation architecture of TIP model, the memory cost is much less than Decagon model [16] . TIP model therefore is optimized by full-batch, which means the whole dataset is fed into the model in each epoch.
Model Implementation
We implement our TIP model in PyTorch [11] with the PyTorch-Geometric package [2] . The evaluation of peak GPU memory usage uses the tools provided by pytorch_memlab package 2 .
Performance Measurement We measure the performance using: 1) AUPRC: area under precision-recall curve, 2) AUROC: area under the receiver-operating characteristic, and 3) AP@k: average precision for the top k predictions for each side effect. 4) The computing cost (i.e. training time and peak GPU memory usage) .
Prediction of Molecular-original Side Effects
We visualize the top 20 best and worst performance side effects in the DDM-DF model as shown in 4 and 5. Via comparing these figures, we find that even if model does not have pharmacological information, they can predict the side effects which have molecular origins very well. See more discussion in the main body. Figure 4 : Side effects with the top 20 best and worst performance in TIP-cat on AUPRC scores. The side effects marked with red rectangular is in the side effect rank of the top 10 best/worst performance in [16] Figure 5: Side effects with the top 20 best and worst performance in DDM-DF model on AUPRC scores. The side effects marked with red rectangular is in the side effect rank of the top 10 best/worst performance in [16] 
